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London area AD map – has the mystery been solved?
Bernard Anderson and Deborah Stebbing
In April 2015 Gerry Zierler reported the
acquisition of an unusual, if not unique,
map,1 a large composite map with the title
London area AD map. His article describes
the map and in particular makes reference
to the symbols that are marked on it –
“dumbbells”, single dots and open circles.
(figure 1) These are arranged around the
capital to form a circle. He also noted that
attempts to find an explanation of the
Fig 1 Extract of London area AD map purpose of the map or alternatively find
showing the area west of Chelmsford something which reflected the content
more-or-less exactly had drawn a blank.
and the three types of annotation
In a meeting in London later that year,
at which several members of the Charles Close Society were present, Gerry showed
the map and asked for suggestions that might assist in shedding further light on the
map and its purpose. The authors of this article were among those present and one
of them (DS) was interested to see that on the north-eastern section of the map
several places around Chelmsford had been marked. Photographs of this part of
the map were requested and supplemented by additional photographs taken by
the other author (BA) at later committee meetings. This article outlines
investigations undertaken to establish the role of what will be referred to as the AD
map.
The initial approach sought to determine what, if anything, could be found on
the ground at some of the identified locations in mid-Essex and whether the
locations themselves gave any clue as to their possible significance in relation to
air defence. The possibility being considered was that the ends of the dumbbells
were bases for a device such as a pelorus and used to determine the height and
position of approaching aircraft, particularly given the orientation of the dumbbells
and the assumed direction of approach. To this end three dumbbell sites near
Chelmsford were visited – Ingatestone, Highwood and Roding. Perhaps not
surprisingly given the intervening century nothing could be found on the ground
and growth of trees and other development made interpretation difficult. With one
exception, Roding, the ends of the dumbbell were not within sight of each other
and only at Ingatestone was there a clear view extending for several miles. A
subsequent visit to the approximate positions of the two ends of the Tower
dumbbell in London (Tower Bridge and the entrance to London Docks) followed
by a visit to Meath Gardens the site of a single dot on the map, gave similar results
to those of previous site visits.

1

‘London area AD: A mystery map’, Sheetlines 102, 36-40.
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The second approach considered home defences in the period around the time
of the map’s production. At the outbreak of war in August 1914 there were no
effective anti-aircraft defences for London.2 A letter dated 4 August 1914 requested
that three anti-aircraft guns be installed on the top of specific government buildings
in central London, to avoid public alarm they were to be camouflaged.3 Later, early
in the course of the conflict a number of airfields were established which ultimately
played a role in home defence and among these was Stow Maries, near the River
Crouch south of Maldon in Essex. Although decommissioned by the end of the war
it was left largely intact and some of the remaining buildings have now been
refurbished and converted into a museum. A visit provided little further information
concerning the AD map but confirmed the general outline of the development of
the London Air Defence Area (LADA) as indicated on the diagrammatic map in
Gerry’s article.4
By 1915 the real possibility of air raids and thus the necessity of protecting some
important sites around London and
the Thames Estuary had received
attention.5 (figure 2) Despite this by
mid-July 1915 London remained
poorly prepared for air raids, there
were only 18 guns and 23
searchlights by way of protection.6
At this time air raids on London and
the south-east, as indeed on other
parts of Great Britain such as Hull
and Sunderland, used Zeppelin
airships. The Essex Record Office in
Chelmsford contains documents
reporting the activities of these
aircraft including the two brought
Fig 2 Extract from 1:1M Sheet 2 (Part) OS
down in Essex, one near Billericay
1913 showing areas with anti-aircraft
and the other near Wigborough, a
defence for London and the Thames Estuary
few miles from Colchester. There are
in 1915. (National Archives TNA AIR
also contemporary reports of church
1/1259/204/9/7)
services
being
cancelled
or
interrupted due to air raids. However, with one exception there were no reports
of defensive action or the location of anti-aircraft guns. The exception was a report
in a journal kept by a local clergyman living in the village of Stondon Massey near
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Lt Col M St. L Simon, Paper on Home defence at AA School, TNA AIR 1/2393/241/1.
Letter requesting three AA guns, TNA AIR 1/652/17/122/480.
‘London area AD: A mystery map’, Sheetlines 102, 36-40.
Maps to show areas where AA fire may be expected, TNA AIR 1/1259/204/9/7.
Lt Col M St. L Simon, Paper on Home defence at AA School, TNA AIR 1/2393/241/1.
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Ongar.7 In this he
describes both air raids
and the activity of an
anti-aircraft gun located
at nearby Kelvedon
Hatch.
A more detailed
account
of
the
development
of
London’s
defences
against air raids is
contained in Sir Alfred
Rawlinson’s
memoir
covering the period
when he served as one
the five London subarea commanders who
had responsibility for
Fig 3 Diagram from Rawlinson, Defence of London defence against attacks,
showing the arrangement of guns and searchlights in the first by Zeppelins and
later by fixed wing
Western Sub-Area
aircraft.8 A map in this
book identifies the location of both guns and searchlights in south-west and northwest London (the Western Sub-Area) as well as lines of communication between
them and the control centre in Putney (figure 3). The area covered by this map
included some of the sections of the AD map which had been photographed and
despite the difference in scales and the absence of detail, comparison of the two
was possible. Several locations were recorded on both this map and the AD
extracts, for example Kenton, Acton, Hounslow and Norbiton. Each of these
locations was the position of both a gun and a searchlight. On the AD map these
were the positions of dumbbells with similar orientations to the lines of
communication between guns and searchlights on Rawlinson’s map. Interestingly,
although Rawlinson clearly identifies the positions of guns and searchlights, the
ends of the dumbbells on the AD map do not employ different symbols for guns
and searchlights. However, the correspondence between the two maps gave the
first possible clue to the meaning of dumbbell symbol. Unfortunately, although the
boundaries of both North and East sub-command areas were indicated on the map
in Rawlinson’s memoir, it has not proved possible to trace similar diagrammatic
maps for them.
The forward in Rawlinson’s memoir was written by Admiral Sir Percy Scott.
Scott’s role in the development of London’s air defences is mentioned in several
7
8

Rev EL Reeve, ‘Stondon Massey – Materials for a history of the parish’, Vol 3, ERO T/P 188/3
p.163.
A Rawlinson, The Defence of London 1915-1918, Andrew Melrose, 1923.
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books which cover air raids on London, for example those by Castle 9 and
Simpson.10 During his career in the navy he had become recognised as an expert
in gunnery and following the early Zeppelin raids he was brought out of retirement,
in September 1915, to take charge of the development of air defence artillery for
London. In addition to identifying suitable guns and ammunition he was
responsible for the establishment of fixed gun positions in and around London. His
key recommendation in February 1916 was the formation of a protective barrier
around London comprising two rings of guns, the inner following a path through
Kenton, Mill Hill, Finchley, Wanstead, Blackwall, Honor Oak, Somerstown,
Kingston and Richmond before returning to Kenton.11 The outer ring of guns
followed a path through Hoddesden, Epping, Hainault, North Ockendon,
Southfleet, Crockenhill, Purley, Windsor, Mill Hill, Potters Bar, Tylers Causeway,
and Essenden, before returning to Hoddesdon. In the Central area guns were to
be located at Regent’s Park, Tower Bridge and Battersea. Searchlights were also to
be concentrated in this central area. Scott considered that a total of 100 guns would
be required.12 The proposals for these defensive gun rings were outlined on two
maps which have not yet been discovered.13 However, several of the names
mentioned occur on the AD map extracts, Kenton, Finchley, Blackwall, Norbiton
(Kingston) and Richmond, from the inner ring, and North Ockenden, Crockenhill,
Purley, Windsor, Tylers Causeway and Epping, from the outer ring.
Scott further recommended that the fixed gun positions be linked with
searchlights. In this he was following a recommendation made in December 1914.14
Details of searchlight positions is found in an official list dated 6 March 1916.15
Table 1 shows the location of lights mentioned in this list which can be linked with
places identified on the extracts of the AD map and the symbols used on the map
extracts.
In addition to Rawlinson’s memoir, evidence for the pairing recommended by
Scott is provided by a brief account of an air raid in Hyde’s book. 16 This mentions
that the commander of the Tower gun station on returning from a meeting at the
War Office on 13 June 1917 arrived at the Tower just as the alarm for an air raid
was raised and went first to the gun station before moving to the nearby searchlight.
Castle also comments on the links between guns and searchlights 17 and Simpson’s
book 18 provides the locations of the searchlight and gun in Chingford which
conform to the ends of the relevant dumbbell on the AD map. This seems to be
I Castle, The First Blitz – Bombing London in the First World War, Osprey 2015.
A Simpson, Air Raids on South-West Essex in the Great War, Pen and Sword 2015.
11 Memorandum Col M St. L Simon TNA AIR 1/2393/241/1.
12 Lt Col M St. L Simon, Paper on Home defence at AA School, TNA AIR 1/2393/241/1; see also
Rawlinson op. cit. p. 161.
13 Memorandum Col M St. L Simon TNA AIR 1/2393/241/1.
14 Proceedings of a conference concerning responsibility for defence against aerial attack TNA
WO 32/5260.
15 Position of searchlights around London TNA AIR 1/611/16/15/292.
16 Rawlinson op. cit. p161; A Hyde, The First Blitz, Leo Cooper 2002.
17 HG Castle. Fire over England – German Air Raids in World War 1, Leo Cooper, 1982.
18 A Simpson, Air Raids on South-West Essex in the Great War, Pen and Sword 2015.
9
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further evidence that the dumbbells represent the positions of guns and searchlights
in the pairings recommended by Scott in 1915. (Rawlinson refers to the searchlights
paired with guns as “fighting lights”.19) On this basis single spots could indicate the
position of a single resource, either gun or searchlight.
Location

Symbol

Addington
Banstead
Bromley
Chadwell
Chingford
Chiselhurst
Crockenhill
Eastcote
Enfield
Epping
Esher

Spot
Spot
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Spot
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Spot

List of Searchlights 6 March 1916
Active/under Location
Symbol
construction
A
Hoddesdon Dumbbell
A
Hounslow
Dumbbell
A
Little Heath Dumbbell
A
N.Ockendon Dumbbell
A
Purley
Spot
A
Rainham
Dumbbell
UC
Romford
Dumbbell
UC
Staines
Dumbbell
A
Stifford
Spot
UC
Uxbridge
Spot
UC

Active/under
construction
UC
A
UC
UC
A
A
UC
UC
UC
UC

Table 1
Scott also suggested the establishment of a searchlight ring further out,
approximately 45 miles from the centre of London 20 sometimes referred to as
aeroplane lights. Although at the time of Scott’s recommendations the airborne
attacks on London were undertaken by approach from the north or north-east, the
defensive rings he proposed would be effective against aircraft using any approach
to London.
Official documentation detailing responses to air raids and giving the location
of guns exists in the form of map tracings, for example one of north-east London
outlining the routes of Zeppelins on 23/24 September 1916 21 shows a number gun
positions including Tunnel Farm, Belhus Park and Clapton. On the same tracing
positions of searchlights are also identified including Rainham, North Ockendon,
Romford and Clapton. All these locations appear on the AD map. Two of the books
already mentioned 22 note the locations of a number of guns which correspond
with dumbbells on the AD map as does a book covering the history of South West
Hertfordshire in the Great War 23 which mentions the placement of guns and
searchlights at Hemel Hempstead, Boxmoor, Bovingdon and Flaunden, all of which
are sites of dumbbells on the AD map.
The construction of gun and searchlight sites was supervised by Lt Col Simon
who had been brought home from overseas service for this task in December 1916
and was appointed area commander for air defence in London.24 By January 1917
Rawlinson op. cit. p161.
Ibid.
21 Map showing routes of Zeppelins during an air raid on 23/24 September 1916 TNA MPI 1/604/5.
22 Hyde op.cit., Simpson op.cit.
23 E Russell, Q Russell,Watford and South West Hertfordshire in the Great War, Pen and Sword,
2015
24 HA Jones, The War in the Air vol V, Oxford University Press, 1935.
19
20
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a total of 403 fixed and 78 mobile guns had been authorised. Of this total 169 had
been delivered. However, due to an increased threat to merchant shipping from Uboats, the balance was diverted to the Admiralty. As a consequence, the gun
defences around London were re-modelled. Where previously double-gun stations
had been the norm, with the exception of Hyde Park, these were abandoned in
favour of stations equipped with a single gun. The guns rendered surplus by this
new policy were re-deployed to strengthen defences north and east of the capital.
Daylight air raids in June and July 1917 used fixed wing aircraft rather than
Zeppelins. Reports of two air raids by Gotha bombers provide details of the
locations of guns and indeed the number of rounds fired by each but obviously do
not mention searchlights.25 As with the map tracing already mentioned there is a
clear correspondence between the sites identified in the report and the information
on the AD map (see Table 2).
Location
Acton
Beckenham
Blackwall
Bostall
Bromley
Chingford
Crayford
Dulwich
Enfield
Epping
Erith

Guns recorded as active in air raid 7 July 1917
Symbol
Location
Symbol
Location
Dumbbell Grove Park
Dumbbell Rainham
Dumbbell Hanwell
Dumbbell Richmond
Dumbbell Highbury
Dumbbell Ridgeway
Dumbbell Horsenden
Dumbbell Romford
Dumbbell Kenton
Dumbbell Shooters Hill
Dumbbell Newmans
Dumbbell Temple Ho.
Theydon
Dumbbell Norbiton
Dumbbell Bois
Dumbbell N.Ockendon
Dumbbell Tower
Dumbbell Outfall
Dumbbell Tunnel Farm
Dumbbell Palmers Grn
Dumbbell Warlies Park
Dumbbell Parliament Hill Dumbbell

Symbol
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell
Dumbbell

Table 2
This suggests that by early summer 1917 many of the guns and searchlights
were already in position and operational. Surprisingly, even as late as mid-July 1917
there was competition for resources between the Army which had responsibility
for the anti-aircraft artillery and the Navy, as both required similar guns. However,
following the second daylight air raid on London in July concern over the
vulnerability of London mounted and resulted in a demand for action. Lt General
Jan Smuts was commissioned to report on ways to improve co-ordination in the
event of attack. In his rapidly produced report, he noted that the defence of London
was provided by four different agencies, Royal Naval Air Service, the Observation
Corps, the Royal Flying Corps and the Anti-aircraft Artillery, each with its own
command structure. This fragmented command structure reduced the effectiveness
of the response in the event of an attack. The key recommendation in this report
was establishment of a single organisation with an overall commander for London’s

25

Reports on Air raids 13 June and 7 July 1917, TNA AIR 1/2393/241/4.
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air defence.26 LADA was the organisation and General Edward “Splash” Ashmore
was appointed as its commander and charged with developing the air defences.
A hand-annotated quarter-inch sheet (O.S 1916) which records the locations of
guns and searchlights on 1 December 1917 gives a comprehensive outline of air
defences for London at that point.27 The annotations are in green and yellow and
although there is no key it is reasonable to assume that the green marks represent
guns paired with searchlights while the yellow is used to indicate a searchlight
working on its own. (figure 4) There is a clear correspondence between this and
the AD map, particularly in relation to the ring of guns surrounding London. The
arrangement of gun stations around London rather than in the centre reflects Scott’s
recommendation to intercept the approaching aircraft before they had reached the
capital. Further confirmation of the organisation of anti-aircraft guns and associated
searchlights is found a map showing the anti-aircraft defence scheme in January
1918 28 and a ten-mile version of the same map in the official history of the Air
War.29 The air defence scheme was still under development but the arrangements
are generally similar to both the AD and late 1917 maps and confirm the association
between guns and searchlights.(figure 5) This provides further evidence that the
dumbbell symbols represent pairing of guns with searchlights rather than the bases
for range finding and height determination as initially thought.
Having considered possible explanations for the “dumbbell” and single spot on
the map. We can now turn to the third annotation, namely the open circles which
are found in east and north-east Essex. Nearer to central London the Metropolitan
Observation Service played an important role in identifying and reporting the
approach of hostile aircraft. Its value is documented in reports which also record
the position of the observation stations around the capital. These are listed and
shown on OS half-inch sheet 34 covering the capital.30 As with the map in
Rawlinson’s memoir this map shows the both location of the stations and their lines
of communication with a central control in Spring Gardens near Admiralty Arch
(figure 6). Observer stations more distant from London are recorded on map
tracings which detail the courses and times of approaching aircraft, for example
one produced in conjunction with an air raid on 23/24 May 1917 signed by A
Rawlinson shows two related cordons.31 A comprehensive arrangement of observer
stations formed into several cordons appears to have been put in place and details
of this can be found on a 1:1 million map (figure 7).32

Smuts Committee initial report 19 July 1917 available at: airwar19141918.wordpress.com;
accessed 3 March 2018.
27 Map of London and the surrounding counties showing the positions of anti-aircraft guns and
searchlights TNA MPI 1/510.
28 London Area Map, TNA MR 1/1907/1
29 HA Jones, The War in the Air vol V, Oxford University Press, 1935.
30 Reports on Metropolitan Observation Service TNA AIR 2/88.
31 Map of Southern England showing an observer cordon and the course of hostile aircraft TNA
MPI 1/610.
32 Map II showing the positions of observer cordons TNA MPI 1/516/1.
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Fig 4 (top) Extract from quarter inch map of London and the surrounding counties showing the
positions of anti-aircraft guns and searchlights 1 December 1917. (National Archives TNA MPI
1/510).
Fig 5 Extract ten-mile map OS 1935 showing London Anti-Aircraft Defence Scheme January
1918. Red and blue dots represent gun and searchlight positions, yellow searchlights alone.
Larger dots to the North and East are the positions of paired guns. (H A Jones, The War in the
Air vol V, Oxford University Press, 1935).
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Fig 6 (top) Metropolitan Observation Service stations. Original half-inch sheet 34
(National Archives Reports on Metropolitan Observation Service TNA AIR 2/88).
Fig 7 Extract from 1:1M Map II showing the positions of observer cordons around the
North of London (National Archives) TNA MPI 1/516/1.
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The map itself is dated 1916 but there is no indication of the date of the printed
annotations. The positions of some of the open circles on the AD map follow the
approximate lines of cordons R and D. (Table 3, below)
Cordon D
Doggetts
Steeple
Tyle Hall
Brook House Farm
South House Farm
Heckford Bridge

Cordon R
Salcoats
Tiptree
Woodham Walter
Sky Green
Broad Street Green
Moss Farm

The sketch for an air raid on September 4/5 1917 shows the observer posts in
a single cordon which stretches around the north of London as far as Pangbourne
with the following stations in Essex (Table 4, below).33
Downham
Galleywood Common
Danbury

Witham
Tiptree
Coggeshall

Stisted
Castle Hedingham
Birdbrook

These observation stations are more obviously part of observer cordon R which
starts near Southend and stretches north and west in an arc around London. The
map and air raid reports give some credence to the idea that the open circles were
the locations of observer posts. These like the positions of guns and searchlights
were probably subject to change in accordance with the needs of the time.
What conclusions can be drawn? We suggest that the AD map probably depicts
the state of air defences at the beginning of July 1917 rather than being simply a
plan or proposal for development of such defences. Since in the majority of cases
neither guns nor searchlights were on permanent bases their positions could be
changed if or when required, hence the absence of any sign of permanent fixtures
a century later.
Does this solve the mystery? Not entirely since the “hitherto unrecorded states”
of the maps used in the compilation of the AD map remain unexplained. Similarly,
the hand-written details at the top of the label on the front cover of the map
continue to defy identification despite the best efforts of several persons who have
expertise in reading old handwritten documents. In addition, there is the confusion
over dates, namely the implication that the date of the information appears to
precede the date of publication rather than the reverse. Finally, there remains a
question concerning the annotations using red pencil. However, the majority of the
red pencil marks are on dumbbells located in the north-west and south-west of the
capital. The redeployment of resources away from these areas has already been
noted. Thus it could be that these indicate stations where either the number of guns
was to be reduced to strengthen defences east of London or the type of gun was
to be changed as indicated on the London Area map.

33

Map of Southern England showing an observer cordon and the course of hostile aircraft TNA
MPI 1/608.

